Introduction
This paper summarizes the findings of a study of the phonetics and phonology of the ATR/Height harmony in the Bantu language Kinande (D-42) spoken in NE Democratic Republic of Congo (ex-Zaire). This topic has been investigated in an extensive earlier literature that starts with Valinande (1984) and continues up to the recent ultrasound investigation of Gick et al. (2006) 1 . One motivation for the present study is that the same consultant(s) have provided the data for most of the previous phonetic investigations. It is therefore of interest to what extent the earlier findings are replicable. As we shall see, our results are almost the same--a testimony to the care and accuracy of the previous investigations. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we summarize the background literature on the Bantu vowel height contrasts and then on the feature [ATR] . We then report the major results of our phonetic study in section 3. Section 4 looks at the phonological expression of [ATR] harmony in Kinande, focussing on the dominance reversal in class-5 nominals.
Background
Kinande has preserved the seven-vowel system of proto-Bantu, with a single low vowel /a/ and phonemically contrasting front-back pairs at the three remaining 1 Hyman (2002) also mentions Bbembo (1982) and Kahindo (1981) , which we have not seen.
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heights. Following the terminology of the Tervuren tradition, the vowels can be described in terms of four degrees of opening 2 .
(1) i! u! first i u second e o third a fourth
Several phonological phenomena distinguish among the various degrees of height in (1). In Kinande as well as many other Bantu languages the first series forms a group distinct from the second in virtue of the well known height harmony found in verbal extensions (see Hyman 1998 for illuminating discussion of the history of this phenomenon). Mid root vowels /e/ and /o/ call for a mid vowel realization -er of the applicative -ir. Harmony in the reversive -ul is both phonologically and lexically more restricted, occurring after just root vowel /o/ in a handful of verbs. On the other hand, the suffixes with the degree one vowels such as the recent past -iŗ-e do not participate in this height harmony (2b).
(2) a. e-ri-lim-ír-a 'to work for' e-rí-bib-úl-a 'to unsow' e-rí-tum-ír-a 'to send for' e-ri-lung-úl-a 'to straighten' e-ri-hek-ér-a 'to carry for' e-ri-seng-úl-a 'to unpack' e-ri-log-ér-a 'to bewitch for' e-rí-boh-ól-a 'to untie' e-ri-hat-ír-a 'to peel for' e-rí-mat-úl-a 'to release' (Mutaka 1995) b. mó-twa-boh-í! r-e 'we tied yesterday' [mo! & -twa! -bo! h-i& ! r-e] mó-twá-hék-i! r-e 'we carried yesterday' [mo& ! -twa& ! -he& ! k-i! r-e]
Comparable narrowing of the contrast among the two interior series in a fourheight system is found in Romance languages such as French (cf. cède, but céder 'yield') or the loanword vocabulary of Catalan (Cabré 2007) The degree-one vowels /i! / and /u! / are also distinguished from /i/ and /u/ as the site of palatalization in a number of Bantu languages (Schadeberg 2003) .
On the other hand, the hiatus resolution strategies of devocalization vs. deletion distinguish the nonlow vowels from [a] in Kinande (Valinande 1985) .
(3) e& -n-goko 'chicken' é-n-gokw eyi 'these chickens' é-m-bene 'goat' é-m-beny eyi 'these goats' e! -mi& ! -ri! ki! 'rope' e! -mi& ! -ri! ky eyi 'these ropes' a-ká-h-a 'he is giving' a-ká-h ó-mw-ána 'he is giving to the child'
A first-second vs. third-fourth cut is made when the vowel inventory in (1) reduces to a five-vowel system: the first and second series merge into a high 5 vowel class (Hyman 1998 , Schadeberg 2003 Kaji (2004) . Another factor that argues for three degrees of height with a subsidiary ATR distinction rather than a single dimension of four degrees is the other harmony process that Kinande is famous for--[ATR] harmony. In position before a first series /i! / or /u! /, each of the remaining five vowels shifts to an audibly distinct allophone. In the case of the second degree /i/ and /u/, the latter shift to higher vowels that are auditorily equivalent to the first series /i! / and /u! /, thus neutralizing a contrast (see below). This height shift is quite productive and is triggered by various suffixes including the recent past -iŗ-e and the agentive -i.
The data in (7) 
Phonetics
The phonetic basis of the ATR contrast has been investigated by a number of researchers, starting with Ladefoged's (1964) groundbreaking study of several West African Languages: Ladefoged (1964) , Halle and Stevens (1969), Lindau (1979) , Hess (1992) , Tiede (1996) , Guion et al. (2004) . These investigations have shown that the major articulatory correlate is expansion of the pharyngeal cavity by advancing the tongue root. This gesture has been demonstrated by several experimental techniques including cine-x-radiology (Ladefoged 1964) , magnetic resonance imaging (Tiede 1996) , and ultra-sound (Gick et al 2006) .
Extrapolating from an expected increase in the cross-sectional area of the pharynx in the region of 2-4 cm above the glottis, Halle and Stevens (1969) predicted on the basis of theoretical acoustic modeling that the major correlate of advancing the tongue root should be lowering the first formant 6 . In addition, the second formant should be raised in front vowels and lowered in back vowels.
Lowering the larynx (Akan) and raising the tongue body in the oral cavity (English) are accompaning enhancement gestures that have been found in some languages (Tiede 1996) . In addition, Akan [+ATR] vowels can be associated with breathy voice (Berry 1957 ). Since we had the luxury of being able to record our consultant's speech under laboratory conditions over an extended period of time, a variety of recordings and acoustic analyses were made. We report here the chief results in the following sections.
Root Vowels
In order to have a baseline of comparison for the seven vowel phonemes of (1),
we constructed a corpus of five verb roots per vowel (see Appendix-A) in the infinitive frame [e-ri-CVC-a] (e.g. e-ri-lím-a 'to cultivate'). The data were randomized and repeated four times for a total of 20 observations per vowel.
The corpus was recorded in a sound proof booth and analyzed with Praat Weenick 1992-2008) , taking measures by hand at the center of the vowel. The results are reported below. [ Figure 2 here]
e-ri-vs e-ri-
In (9) As mentioned above, voice quality has been found to enhance the ATR contrast in some languages. We tested for this factor by measuring H1-H2 in the mid-vowel augment of the prefix. No significant difference was found between the two harmonic contexts.
o-mu-vs. o-mu-
In order to determine whether the back vowel /o/ behaves in the same manner with respect to the "crossover" effect noted for /e/, we recorded and measured [ Figure 4 here]
The Low Vowel
There is some question from the previous literature as to whether the low vowel
[a] participates in the right-to-left harmony or is simply a transparent (neutral)
vowel. Gick et al. (2006) find conclusive evidence (from ultra-sound) that the low vowel harmonizes for their speaker. We were therefore interested in whether this finding could be replicated. Once again, our results coincide with theirs.
To 
CVC-iŗ-e vs. CVC-ir-a
Having established that all of the vowels harmonize for [ATR] when preceding a
[+ATR] high vowel, we wanted to get a sense of the relative spacing of the vowels in comparable contexts. Since the noun class prefixes are restricted to either high or low vowels and the augment is a nonhigh vowel, it is not possible to find both the high and nonhigh vowels in the same prefixal context. We show a dramatic shift in F1 when they precede a [+ATR] high vowel. Seconddegree /i/ and /u/ shift to first degree /i! / and /u! / after a first degree vowel while third and fourth degree vowels fail to show the dramatic shift in F1 in the same context but instead display a much smaller difference, which we attribute to carryover coarticulation. The nonhigh third and fourth degree vowels also block ATR-harmony on a following second-degree suffixal vowel, which otherwise harmonizes when it immediately follows a first-degree high [+ATR] vowel.
Phonology
Having established that [±ATR] is the relevant dimension for Kinande height harmony and that all vowels participate in the process, we now turn to the phonological representations and rules/constraints that underlie its expression.
Three properties situate the process in the overall typology of [ATR] harmony.
First, Kinande ATR harmony exhibits (partial) root control (Clements 1980 
e-! rí! -kú! ha a! -má! -kú! ha 'bone' 7/8 e-kí-haha e-bí-haha 'lung' e-! kí! -gú! ma e! -bí! -gú! ma 'fruit' 9/10 e-n-goni e-syo-n-goni 'cane'
In addition, the verbal suffixes with a high vowel such as applicative -ir and reversive -ul show two harmonic variants.
(18) e! -rí! -hú! k-a 'to prepare food' e-ri-gúl-a 'to buy' e! -rí! -hu! k-í! r-a 'to prepare for' e-ri-gul-ír-a 'to buy for' e! -rí! -hu! k-ú! l-a 'to dish out food' e-ri-lung-úl-a 'to straighten' e! -rí! -hu! k-u! l-í! r-a 'to dish out for' e-ri-lung-ul-ír-a 'to straighten for' 
Class 5 nominals
The OT analysis of Kinande harmony by Archangeli and Pulleyblank (2002) builds on their (1994) e! -ri! -hú! k-a 'to cook' e! -rí! -bú! 'ember' e-ri-lím-a 'to cultivate' e-rí-hiri 'crab' e-ri-húm-a 'to beat' e-rí-bugu 'plantain' e-ri-hék-a 'to carry' e! -rí! -hembe 'horn' e-rí-bóh-a 'to tie' e! -rí! -lólo 'sin'
e-ri-kár-a 'to force' e! -ri! -sanza 'branch'
The question these data provoke is whether the contrast between the nouns and the verbs lies in the prefix or in the root. Following Mutaka (1995), Pulleyblank (1994, 2002) We are unable to find class 5 roots with a nonhigh vowel followed by a [-ATR] high vowel. This combination is amply attested in other noun classes: e-kibámbáli 'plateau', e-kí-bátsi 'house frame', e-hángi 'fortune', a-má-lali 'crossed eyes', a-má-naku 'craving for meat', a-ma-sáláli 'sun rays.' Its absence in class 5 is puzzling. 
a. /si! m-ir/ *Adj Sp *LR *Affix *(i)
With strict domination of constraints, no consistent ranking is possible. In order for (i! i! ) to win in both of the root+suffix structures (25a,b), the dispreference for [-ATR] high vowel spans must outrank either the dispreference for perseverative mapping (*(i)>> *LR) or for affixal heads (*(i)>> *Affix). But in the prefix+root structures, in order to achieve dominance reversal with (i i)
as the winner in (25d), *(i)must rank below either *LR or *Affix. Neither option yields a valid ranking. If *LR >> *(i), *Affix then we can derive (i i) for the prefix case (25d); but this ranking blocks root-to-suffix harmony (25a). On the other hand, if we choose *Affix >> *(i), *LR, then we lose harmony from the suffix for (25b). It is precisely because dominance reversal involves the combination of both *LR and *Affix that spread of [+ATR] is blocked in the prefix+root structure of (25d). This is a "ganging up" effect in which two lowerranked constraints *LR and *Affix join forces to defeat the (i! i! i! ) candidate that is favored by *(i). It is not unusual for a noun's concord prefix to differ from its own class prefix (as we see with class 3 mi-but concord i-above). Evidently the Proto-Bantu class 5
i-prefix was replaced by di-̧ on nominal stems and by ri-in the verbal infinitival and adjectival contexts. It is a task for future research to determine if this kind of distinction is made elsewhere in Bantu.
Summary and Conclusions

